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1 Introduction

Arm Compiler for Embedded is the most advanced embedded C/C++ compilation toolchain from Arm for
the development of bare-metal software, firmware, and Real-Time Operating System (RTOS)
applications.

Arm Compiler for Embedded provides the earliest, most complete, and most accurate support for the
latest architectural features and extensions of the Arm architecture. It supports all the latest Arm
processors, including those in development. Through powerful optimization techniques and optimized
libraries, Arm Compiler for Embedded enables embedded system developers to meet challenging
performance goals and memory constraints.

Arm Compiler for Embedded is used by leading companies in a wide variety of industries, including
automotive, consumer electronics, industrial, medical, networking, railway, storage, and
telecommunications. If your project has long-term maintenance requirements or functional safety
requirements (such as EN 50128, IEC 61508, IEC 62304, and ISO 26262), Arm strongly recommends
that you consider a LTS and qualified version of Arm Compiler for Embedded FuSa instead of this
release.

Arm Compiler for Embedded 6.19 is the latest release as of October 2022 and supersedes every previous
release.

The key features of Arm Compiler for Embedded 6.19 include:

Support for recently launched processors:
Cortex-X3, Cortex-A715, Cortex-R82, Cortex-M85

Support for architectures:
Beta support for Armv9.4-A
Beta support for Armv8.9-A
Full support for Armv8-R AArch64

Support for additional A-profile architecture features
Support for additional security features:

Undefined Behavior Sanitizer (UBSan)
Control Flow Integrity (CFI)
Shadow Call Stack for AArch64 state

Support for C++17
Deprecation of the legacy assembler, armasm

https://developer.arm.com/Tools%20and%20Software/Arm%20Compiler%20for%20Embedded
https://developer.arm.com/Tools%20and%20Software/Arm%20Compiler%20for%20Embedded%20FuSa


1.1 Arm Compiler for Embedded 6.19 Configuration

Arm Compiler for Embedded 6.19 consists of:

Toolchain components:
armclang: Compiler and integrated assembler based on LLVM and Clang technology
armar: Archiver which enables sets of ELF object files to be collected together
armlink: Linker that combines objects and libraries to produce an executable
fromelf: Image conversion utility and dissembler
armasm: Deprecated legacy assembler for armasm-syntax assembly code for older Arm
architectures only. Use the armclang integrated assembler for all new assembly files.
Arm C Libraries: Runtime support libraries for embedded systems
Arm C++ Libraries: Libraries based on the LLVM libc++ project

User documentation:
User Guide: Provides examples and guides to help you use the toolchain
Reference Guide: Provides information to help you configure the toolchain
Arm C and C++ Libraries and Floating-Point Support User Guide: Provides information
about the Arm libraries and floating-point support
Errors and Warnings Reference Guide: Provides a list of the errors and warnings that tools
in Arm Compiler for Embedded can report
Migration and Compatibility Guide: Provides information to help you migrate from Arm
Compiler 5 to Arm Compiler for Embedded

Release notes

The toolchain can be used:

With an Arm Development Studio toolkit
With a Keil MDK toolkit
As a standalone installation

Contact your sales representative or visit https://developer.arm.com/buy-arm-products to enquire about
any of these products. Visit https://developer.arm.com/support/licensing to manage your licenses or
access troubleshooting resources.

1.2 What's Supported in Arm Compiler for Embedded 6.19?

Subject to your license terms, Arm Compiler for Embedded 6.19 can be used to build for the following
Arm Architectures and Processors:

Architecture

Cortex

Neoverse Other

Standard Automotive
Enhanced

Armv9.4‑A [BETA]

Armv9-A up to Armv9.3-A
X3, X2

A715, A710, A510

Armv8.9-A [BETA]
Armv8‑A up to Armv8.8‑A

X1

A78C, A78, A77, A76, A75, A73, A72

A65

A78AE, A76AE

A65AE

V1

N2, N1

E1

https://developer.arm.com/documentation/ka005061/latest
https://developer.arm.com/buy-arm-products
https://developer.arm.com/support/licensing


A57, A55, A53

A35, A34, A32

Armv7‑A
A17, A15, A12

A9, A8, A7, A5

Armv8‑R AArch64 R82

Armv8‑R R52+, R52

Armv7‑R R8, R7, R5, R4F, R4

Arvm8‑M up to Armv8.1‑M

M85, M55

M35P, M33

M23

STAR‑MC1

Armv7‑M M7, M4, M3 SecurCore SC300

Armv6‑M M1, M0, M0+ SecurCore SC000

For more information about the level of support for the Architectures and Processors, refer to the relevant
IDE documentation:

Arm Development
Studio: https://developer.arm.com/Tools%20and%20Software/Arm%20Development%20Studio
Keil MDK: https://developer.arm.com/Tools%20and%20Software/Keil%20MDK

To check your tool configuration and which Architectures and Processors you can build for, use the
following armclang options:

--vsn
--target=aarch64-arm-none-eabi  -march=list
--target=aarch64-arm-none-eabi  -mcpu=list
--target=arm-arm-none-eabi  -march=list
--target=arm-arm-none-eabi  -mcpu=list

For more information about [COMMUNITY], [ALPHA], and [BETA] features, refer to the Support level
definitions section of the User Guide.

2 Installation and integration into IDEs

Arm Compiler for Embedded 6.19 is supported on the following host architectures and host operating
systems:

Host architecture Host operating system Toolchain download package Supported use cases

x86_64 Red Hat Enterprise Linux 7

Red Hat Enterprise Linux 8

Ubuntu 18.04 LTS

x86_64 Linux Standalone installation

Integrated into Arm Development Studio

https://developer.arm.com/Tools%20and%20Software/Arm%20Development%20Studio
https://developer.arm.com/Tools%20and%20Software/Keil%20MDK


Ubuntu 20.04 LTS

Windows Server 2012*

Windows Server 2016*

Windows Server 2019

Windows 8.1*

Windows 10

x86_64 Windows
Standalone installation

Integrated into Arm Development Studio

for Keil® MDK Integrated into Keil MDK

AArch64 Ubuntu 20.04 LTS AArch64 Linux Standalone installation

*Support for these host operating systems will be removed in the next release.

Note:

Arm Compiler for Embedded 6.19 is not expected to work on:
Host operating system platforms older than the ones listed above.
Linux host operating system platforms with a version of glibc older than 2.15.

With a Keil MDK license, Arm Compiler for Embedded 6.19 is supported on Windows host
platforms only.
x86_32 host platforms are not supported.
If you are using a FlexNet Publisher floating license, Arm recommends that you always use the
latest version of the license server software that is available
from https://developer.arm.com/downloads/-/download-flexnet-publisher.

If you received Arm Compiler for Embedded 6.19 as part of a toolkit, for example Arm Development
Studio, the toolkit installer takes care of the installation process. Please refer to the installation
instructions for the toolkit in such cases.

For all other cases, you must select an appropriate installation location depending on how you intend to
use Arm Compiler for Embedded 6.19:

Integrated into Arm Development Studio Bronze / Silver / Gold Edition 2021.2 or later
Integrated into Arm Development Studio Platinum Edition 2021.c or later
Integrated into Keil MDK 5.36 or later
As a standalone installation

Please refer to the relevant instructions from the following:

Installation instructions: The Installing Arm Compiler for Embedded section of the User Guide
FlexNet Publisher license and toolkit configuration instructions:
https://developer.arm.com/documentation/ka004977/latest
User-based licensing documentation: https://lm.arm.com
Instructions for integration into Arm Development Studio:

1. Install the toolchain into any directory except an Arm Development Studio installation
directory.

2. Configure your project to use the toolchain by following the instructions in the Register a
compiler toolchain section of the Arm Development Studio Getting Started Guide.

Instructions for integration into Keil MDK:
1. Install the toolchain into the ARM subdirectory of the Keil MDK installation directory. For

example, if your Keil MDK installation directory is in C:\Keil_v5, the recommended
installation path is C:\Keil_v5\ARM\ARMCompiler6.19.

2. Configure your project to use the toolchain by following the instructions in the Manage Arm
Compiler Versions section of the µVision User's Guide.

https://developer.arm.com/downloads/-/download-flexnet-publisher
https://developer.arm.com/documentation/ka004977/latest
https://lm.arm.com/


3 Feedback and Support

Your feedback is important to us, and you are welcome to send us defect reports and suggestions for
improvement on any aspect of the product. Defect fixes and enhancements will be considered for a future
release according to the Arm Compiler for Embedded maintenance policy. For projects that have long-
term maintenance or functional safety requirements, please consider using a LTS and qualified version of
Arm Compiler for Embedded FuSa.

Please contact your supplier or visit https://developer.arm.com/support and open a case with feedback or
support issues, using your work or academic email address if possible. Where appropriate, please provide
the following information:

--vsn output from the tool.
The complete content of any error message that the tool produces.
Preprocessed source code, other files, and command-line options necessary to reproduce the issue.
For information on how to preprocess source code, refer to the -E section of the Reference Guide.

4 Changes in Arm Compiler for Embedded 6.19

Below is a summary of enhancements and defect fixes in Arm Compiler for Embedded 6.19.

Arm Compiler for Embedded 6.19 is not a Long-Term Support (LTS) release. Further defect fixes and
enhancements will be considered for a future release according to the Arm Compiler for Embedded
maintenance policy.

The information below may include technical inaccuracies or typographical errors. Each itemized change
is accompanied by a unique SDCOMP-<n> identifier. If you need to contact Arm about a specific issue
within these release notes, please quote the appropriate identifier.

Changes are listed since the previous feature release, Arm Compiler for Embedded 6.18.

General changes in Arm Compiler for Embedded 6.19

[SDCOMP-61729]  Support has been added for the FEAT_CLRBHB A-profile architecture feature
for AArch32 state:

Feature description Affects assembly and
inline assembly

Affects
compilation

-march / -mcpu +
<feature> option

Support
level

Clear branch history
barrier instruction Yes No - Beta

When compiling with -march=armv9.4-a or -march=armv8.9-a, the compiler enables this feature by
default.

For more information, refer to:

The -march section of the Reference Guide.
The -mcpu section of the Reference Guide.
The relevant Arm Architecture Reference Manual or Reference Manual Supplement for each
feature.

[SDCOMP-61727]  Support has been added for the following A-profile architecture features for
AArch64 state:

Feature identifier Feature description

Affects
assembly and
inline
assembly

Affects
compilation

-march / -
mcpu +
<feature>
option

Support
level

https://developer.arm.com/Tools%20and%20Software/Arm%20Compiler%20for%20Embedded
https://developer.arm.com/Tools%20and%20Software/Arm%20Compiler%20for%20Embedded%20FuSa
https://developer.arm.com/support
https://developer.arm.com/Tools%20and%20Software/Arm%20Compiler%20for%20Embedded


FEAT_CLRBHB Clear branch history
barrier instruction

Yes No - Beta

FEAT_CSSC Common short sequence
compression instructions Yes Yes cssc Beta

FEAT_D128 128-bit page table
descriptor Yes No d128 Beta

FEAT_GCS Guarded Control Stack Yes No gcs Alpha
FEAT_ITE Instrumentation extension Yes No ite Beta

FEAT_LRCPC3
Additional support for
Release Consistency
Model

Yes No rcpc3 Beta

FEAT_LSE128 128-bit atomic instructions Yes No lse128 Beta

FEAT_MEC
Realm Management
Extension (RME) Memory
Encryption Contexts

Yes No - Supported

FEAT_PFAR,
FEAT_RASv2,
FEAT_RPZ

Reliability, Availability,
and Serviceability v2 Yes No rasv2 Beta

FEAT_PRFMSLC Prefetch memory system
level cache instructions Yes No - Beta

FEAT_RPRFM Range prefetch hint
instruction Yes No - Beta

FEAT_SME2p1 Scalable Matrix Extension
2.1 Yes No sme2p1 Alpha

FEAT_SPECRES2 Enhanced speculation
management Yes No predres2 Beta

FEAT_SVE2p1 Scalable Vector Extension
2.1 Yes No sve2p1 Beta

FEAT_SYSINST128,
FEAT_SYSREG128

128-bit system registers
and instructions Yes No sys128 Beta

FEAT_THE Translation hardening
extension Yes No the Beta

When compiling with -march=<option>, the compiler enables the following subsets of these features
by default:

-march=
<option>

Features enabled

armv9.4-a
FEAT_CLRBHB, FEAT_CSSC, FEAT_PFAR, FEAT_PRFMSLC, FEAT_RASv2, FEAT_RPZ,
FEAT_SME2p1, FEAT_SPECRES2, FEAT_SVE2p1

armv9-a
and later FEAT_MEC, FEAT_RPRFM

armv8.9-a
FEAT_CLRBHB, FEAT_CSSC, FEAT_PFAR, FEAT_PRFMSLC, FEAT_RASv2, FEAT_RPZ,
FEAT_SPECRES2

armv8-a
and later FEAT_RPRFM

For more information, refer to:

The -march section of the Reference Guide.
The -mcpu section of the Reference Guide.
The relevant Arm Architecture Reference Manual or Reference Manual Supplement for each
feature.

[SDCOMP-61726]  Beta support has been added for the following architectures:

Armv9.4-A
Armv8.9-A

To target these architectures, select from the following armclang options:



Architecture State Options
Armv9.4-A AArch64 --target=aarch64-arm-none-eabi -march=armv9.4-a
Armv9.4-A AArch32 --target=arm-arm-none-eabi -march=armv9.4-a
Armv8.9-A AArch64 --target=aarch64-arm-none-eabi -march=armv8.9-a
Armv8.9-A AArch32 --target=arm-arm-none-eabi -march=armv8.9-a

For more information, refer to the -march section of the Reference Guide.

[SDCOMP-61627]  The Arm C++ library no longer automatically inlines certain library functions.
This can result in optimizations being performed differently compared to previous releases. In
particular, function inlining when compiling at -O0 or with -fno-inline-functions.

[SDCOMP-61578]  Support for the following host operating systems will be removed in the next
release:

Windows Server 2012
Windows Server 2016
Windows 8.1

[SDCOMP-61576]  Previously, when compiling in a C source language mode, the compiler
reported the following warning for an implicit function pointer conversion:

incompatible function pointer types initializing <pointer> with an expression of type
<type>

This behavior has been changed. The compiler now reports an error instead.

To downgrade the error to a warning, compile with -Wno-error=incompatible-function-pointer-
types.

To disable the error and the warning, compile with -Wno-incompatible-function-pointer-types.

[SDCOMP-61447]  Support has been added for the --elf-output-format=gnu and --no-
scatterload-enabled options to generate ELF images compatible with third-party tools such as
GDB.

For more information about these options, refer to:

The --elf-output-format section of the Reference Guide.
The --scatterload-enabled, --no-scatterload-enabled section of the Reference Guide.
The Building images that are compatible with third-party tools section of the User Guide.

[SDCOMP-61019]  Support has been removed for the --interleave=source option. To view the
mapping between disassembly and source code, compile with -g and use an external debugger tool
such as Arm Development Studio.

[SDCOMP-60931]  The following linker warning has been downgraded to a remark:

L6775W: <object>(<section>) has FDEs which use CIEs which are not in this section

[SDCOMP-60883]  Previously, when compiling in a C source language mode, the compiler could
report the following warning for a variable declaration without a type:

type specifier missing, defaults to 'int'

This behavior has been changed.

For C90 source language modes, the compiler now does not report a warning. To restore the old
behavior, compile with -Wimplicit-int.



For C99 and later source language modes, the compiler now reports the following error:

type specifier missing, defaults to 'int'; ISO C99 and later do not support implicit int

To downgrade this error to a warning, compile with -Wno-error=implicit-int.

[SDCOMP-60791]  Previously, when compiling in a C99 or later source language mode, the
compiler reported the following warning for an implicit function declaration:

implicit declaration of function '<function>' is invalid in C99

This behavior has been changed. The compiler now reports the following error:

call to undeclared function '<function>'; ISO C99 and later do not support implicit
function declarations

To downgrade this error to a warning, compile with -Wno-error=implicit-function-declaration.

[SDCOMP-60722]  The Cortex-R82 processor is now fully supported. To target Cortex-R82, use
the following armclang options:

--target=aarch64-arm-none-eabi -mcpu=cortex-r82

[SDCOMP-60721]  The Armv8-R AArch64 architecture is now fully supported. To target Armv8-
R AArch64, use the following armclang options:

--target=aarch64-arm-none-eabi -march=armv8-r

[SDCOMP-60716]  Support has been added for the Control Flow Integrity (CFI) sanitizer.

For more information about CFI, refer to the Overview of Control Flow Integrity section of the
User Guide.

[SDCOMP-60141]  Support has been added for generating DWARF 5 debug information to the
compiler and integrated assembler, and the linker. To generate DWARF 5 debug information,
compile with -gdwarf-5.

The fromelf utility does not support processing of DWARF 5 debug information using -g or --text
-g.

For more information, refer to:

The -g, -gdwarf-n section of the Reference Guide.
The Standards compliance in Arm Compiler for Embedded 6 section of the User Guide.

[SDCOMP-59807]  Support has been added to the compiler for the mitigation for Cortex-A57
Erratum 1742098 and Cortex-A72 Erratum 1655431. This change only affects compilation. It does
not affect the inline assembler or the integrated assembler.

When compiling for AArch32 state and for a target that supports the Advanced SIMD AES
instructions, the default behavior of the compiler is now as follows:

Target Default behavior
Cortex-A57 Mitigation enabled
Cortex-A72 Mitigation enabled
All other targets Mitigation disabled

To enable the mitigation when it is disabled by default, compile with -mfix-cortex-a57-aes-
1742098 or -mfix-cortex-a72-aes-1655431.



To disable the mitigation when it is enabled by default, compile with -mno-fix-cortex-a57-aes-
1742098 or -mno-fix-cortex-a72-aes-1655431.

Note: -mfix-cortex-a57-aes-1742098 is an alias of -mfix-cortex-a72-aes-1655431, and -mno-fix-
cortex-a57-aes-1742098 is an alias of -mno-fix-cortex-a72-aes-1655431.

For more information about Cortex-A57 Erratum 1742098, Cortex-A72 Erratum 1655431, and the
mitigation, refer to the following documents:

Arm Cortex-A57 MPCore Software Developers Errata Notice
Cortex-A72 MPCore (MP054) Software Developers Errata Notice

[SDCOMP-59308]  Support has been added for the Cortex-X3 processor. To target Cortex-X3,
select from the following armclang options:

Cryptographic Extension Options
Included --target=aarch64-arm-none-eabi -mcpu=cortex-x3+crypto
Not included --target=aarch64-arm-none-eabi -mcpu=cortex-x3

[SDCOMP-59306]  Support has been added for the Cortex-A715 processor. To target Cortex-A715,
select from the following armclang options:

Cryptographic Extension Options
Included --target=aarch64-arm-none-eabi -mcpu=cortex-a715+crypto
Not included --target=aarch64-arm-none-eabi -mcpu=cortex-a715

[SDCOMP-57589]  The legacy assembler (armasm) has been deprecated. armasm has not been
updated since Arm Compiler 6.10, and does not support:

Armv8.4-A or later architectures.
Certain backported features in Armv8.2-A and Armv8.3-A.
SVE instructions.
Armv8.1-M or later architectures, including MVE.
Armv8-R architectures.

armasm now reports the following warning:

A1950W: The legacy armasm assembler is deprecated. Consider using the armclang
integrated assembler instead

The warning can be suppressed using one of the following options:

--diag_suppress=A1950W when invoking armasm directly.
-Wa,armasm,--diag_suppress=A1950W when invoking armasm indirectly using armclang -masm=
<assembler>.

For more information about migrating to the armclang integrated assembler, refer to the Migrating
from armasm to the armclang Integrated Assembler section of the Migration and Compatibility
Guide.

[SDCOMP-56125]  Support has been added for the Cortex-M85 processor.

For more information about targeting a specific feature set combination of Cortex-M85, refer to the
Supported architecture feature combinations for specific processors section of the Reference Guide.

[SDCOMP-53254]  Support has been added for the Undefined Behavior Sanitizer (UBSan).

For more information about UBSan, refer to the Overview of Undefined Behavior Sanitizer section
of the User Guide.

https://developer.arm.com/documentation/epm049219/2300/?lang=en
https://developer.arm.com/documentation/ARM-EPM-012079/0012/?lang=en


Enhancements in Arm Compiler for Embedded 6.19

armclang

[SDCOMP-61975]  Support has been added for the -ffixed-x18 option to prevent the compiler
from using the X18 general-purpose register, unless the use is required for Arm ABI compliance.

For more information, refer to the -ffixed-x18 section of the Reference Guide.

[SDCOMP-60940]  Support has been added for the -mglobal-merge and -mno-global-merge options
to enable or disable the merging of global variables.

For more information about these options, refer to the -mglobal-merge, -mno-global-merge section
of the Reference Guide.

[SDCOMP-60484]  Previously, when compiling for a Cortex-X1C target, the following extensions
were disabled by default:

Extension feature name Extension description
FEAT_FlagM Flag manipulation instructions v2
FEAT_LRCPC2 Load-Acquire RCpc instructions v2
FEAT_LSE2 Large System Extensions v2

This behavior has been changed. The extensions are now enabled by default.

Additionally, the compiler can now generate LDP and STP instructions for accesses to 128-bit atomic
variables.

[SDCOMP-60266]  C++17 source language modes are now fully supported. Use one of the
following options to enable the compilation of C++17 source code:

-std=c++17
-std=gnu++17

For more information about these options, refer to:

The -std section of the Reference Guide.
The Selecting source language options section of the User Guide.
The Standard C++ library implementation definition section of the C and C++ Libraries
and Floating-Point Support User Guide.

[SDCOMP-59774]  Support has been added for the -mframe-chain=<model> option to control
whether a frame chain is maintained, and the level of compliance of the frame records in the frame
chain.

For more information, refer to the following sections of the Reference Guide:

-fomit-frame-pointer, -fno-omit-frame-pointer
-mframe-chain

[SDCOMP-59300]  Support has been added for the Shadow Call Stack feature for AArch64 state.

For more information, refer to the following sections of the Reference Guide:

-ffixed-x18
-fsanitize, -fno-sanitize
__attribute__((no_sanitize("<option>"))) function attribute

armlink



[SDCOMP-57151]  Support has been added for the --check_pac_mismatch and --info=pac options.

When linking with --check_pac_mismatch, and if at least one but not all input objects have been
built with a -mbranch-protection=protection option that enables Pointer Authentication Code
(PAC) branch protection features, the linker reports the following warning:

L6142W: Composition of PAC and non-PAC objects detected. Use --info=pac to print out the
list of objects with their corresponding PAC mark

For more information, refer to the following sections of the Reference Guide:

--check_pac_mismatch
-mbranch-protection=protection
--info=topic[,topic,...] (armlink)

Libraries and system headers

[SDCOMP-60785]  Previously, the Arm C++ library implementation of:

operator[](size_t pos) const returned an IMPLEMENTATION DEFINED read-only bit
reference object for const std::bitset<N>.
std::vector<bool>::const_reference was defined as an IMPLEMENTATION DEFINED
read-only bit reference class.

This has been changed to the following:

operator[](size_t pos) const returns a bool for const std::bitset<N>.
std::vector<bool>::const_reference is defined as bool.

C++ objects or libraries built with Arm Compiler for Embedded 6.18 or earlier that use the affected
type or the affected operator are not guaranteed to be compatible with C++ objects or libraries built
using 6.19 that also use the affected type or the affected operator. To make sure your C++ objects
and libraries are compatible with Arm Compiler for Embedded 6.19, you must rebuild all affected
C++ code with 6.19.

[SDCOMP-60487]  Previously, the Arm C library implementations of the tmpfile() and tmpnam()
functions could only be retargeted using the retargeting function _sys_tmpnam(). Importantly, any
implementation of _sys_tmpnam() must not fail as the value it returns is ignored by tmpfile() and
tmpnam().

This behavior has been changed:

_sys_tmpnam() has been deprecated.
_sys_tmpnam() now returns void.
A new retargeting function _sys_tmpnam2() has been added to supersede _sys_tmpnam().
An implementation of _sys_tmpnam2() may return a negative value to indicate failure.
If both _sys_tmpnam() and _sys_tmpnam2() are implemented, _sys_tmpnam() is ignored and
_sys_tmpnam2() is used.

If an application requires the ability to indicate failure to tmpfile() and tmpnam(), implement
_sys_tmpnam2() instead of _sys_tmpnam().

For more information, refer to the _sys_tmpnam() and _sys_tmpnam2() sections of the C and C++
Libraries and Floating-Point Support User Guide.

Defect fixes in Arm Compiler for Embedded 6.19

armclang



[SDCOMP-61297]  When compiling for a target with the Scalable Vector Extension (SVE), and the
program contains a function without any arguments that must be passed in an SVE register, the
compiler could incorrectly assume that the function must preserve registers P4-P15 and Z8-Z23,
and subsequently generate incorrect code for the function. This has been fixed.

[SDCOMP-61268]  When compiling with -ffp-mode=full, the compiler could incorrectly report
the following error for code that uses a compound literal to initialize a global struct or union:

clang frontend command failed with exit code

This has been fixed.

[SDCOMP-61245]  The integrated assembler could generate incorrect code for a directive that has
one of the following forms:

.eabi_attribute Tag_also_compatible_with, <value>

.eabi_attribute 65, <value>

This has been fixed.

[SDCOMP-61080]  The compiler could generate incorrect code for an expression that involves
both the >> and << operators. This has been fixed.

[SDCOMP-60897]  When compiling with -mcmse, the compiler could incorrectly fail to define
certain predefined macros when the toolchain is used with user-based licensing. This has been
fixed.

[SDCOMP-60841]  When compiling at -Ofast, -Omax, or with -ffp-mode=fast for an Armv8.1-M
target with the M-profile Vector Extension (MVE), the compiler could generate incorrect code for a
loop that contains a conversion from a variable of float type to a half-precision floating-point type.
This has been fixed.

[SDCOMP-60743]  When compiling in a C++14 or later source language mode, and the code
contains a lambda expression, the compiler could incorrectly report one of the following errors:

clang frontend command failed due to signal
clang frontend command failed with exit code

This has been fixed.

[SDCOMP-60632]  When assembling for a big-endian target and AArch64 state, the inline
assembler and integrated assembler could incorrectly generate a FNMADD instruction instead of a NOP
instruction for a .align, .balign, or .p2align assembly directive. This has been fixed.

[SDCOMP-60589]  When compiling in a C source language mode, the compiler could generate
code that incorrectly did not conform to the Procedure Call Standard for the Arm Architecture for a
function with a prototype that has a homogenous floating-point aggregate (HFA) struct containing
a zero-length bitfield. This has been fixed.

[SDCOMP-60443]  When compiling with -frwpi, and with -g or -gdwarf-version, the compiler
could generate incorrect debug information for a global variable that is const. This has been fixed.

[SDCOMP-60342]  The compiler could generate incorrect code for a call to a formatted
input/output function declared in the <stdio.h> header or a formatted wide character input/output
function declared in the <wchar.h> header, when the format string is a global variable. This has
been fixed.

[SDCOMP-59521]  When compiling at any optimization level except -O0, the compiler could
generate incorrect code for a call to an empty user-defined implementation of operator delete. This
has been fixed.



[SDCOMP-58153]  The compiler incorrectly failed to report an error for a C function that has a
declaration with a non-empty parameter list and a definition with an empty parameter list. This has
been fixed. The compiler now reports the following error:

conflicting types for '<function>'

[SDCOMP-57674]  When compiling at any optimization level except -O0, the compiler could
incorrectly fail to flush a denormal floating-point number to zero. This has been fixed.

[SDCOMP-56391]  When using the compiler binary on a Windows platform with the character
sequence \" in the path to armclang.exe, the compiler could incorrectly report the following error:

Stack dump: 0

This has been fixed.

[SDCOMP-55267]  When assembling for AArch64 state, the inline assembler and integrated
assembler incorrectly failed to report an error for an MSR instruction that specifies PMMIR_EL1 as the
system register to be accessed. This has been fixed. The inline assembler and integrated assembler
now report the following error:

expected writable system register or pstate

armlink

[SDCOMP-61150]  When linking without --datacompressor=off, the linker could generate an
image which decompresses an execution region that contains RW data incorrectly. This has been
fixed.

[SDCOMP-60659]  The linker incorrectly placed all thread-local variables at the same offset in a
dynamic symbol table. This has been fixed.

[SDCOMP-60432]  When linking for an Armv8-M target, the build attribute compatibility
checking feature of the linker incorrectly failed to check for incompatible BTI build attributes for
objects loaded from library files. This has been fixed. The linker now:

Reports the error L6111E: Composition of BTI and non-BTI objects detected. Use --info=bti
to print out the list of objects with their corresponding BTI mark for incompatible BTI
build attributes for objects loaded from library files when linking with --require-bti.
Reports the warning L6110W: Composition of BTI and non-BTI objects detected. The PACBTI-M
library variant has been selected. Use --info=bti to print out the list of objects with
their corresponding BTI mark for incompatible BTI build attributes for objects loaded from
library files when linking without --require-bti.
Includes information about BTI build attributes for objects loaded from library files in the
output from --info=bti.

[SDCOMP-50464]  When linking with Link-Time Optimisation (LTO) enabled, the linker could
incorrectly report the following error:

L6218E: Undefined symbol <symbol> (referred from <lto_intermediate_object>)

where <symbol> is a run-time ABI function.

This has been fixed.

fromelf



[SDCOMP-60725]  When used with --cpu=8.1-M.Main, the fromelf utility disassembled CLRM
instructions incorrectly. This has been fixed.

[SDCOMP-60326]  When processing an ELF format input file that contains debug information
with -g, the fromelf utility reported incorrect DW_CFA_def_cfa and DW_CFA_def_cfa_offset entries
for stack frame unwinding debug information. This has been fixed.

[SDCOMP-59321]  The fromelf utility incorrectly disassembled SME F64F64 and SME I16I64
instructions as DCI instructions. This has been fixed.

[SDCOMP-57456]  The fromelf utility disassembled MOVI and MVNI instructions incorrectly. This
has been fixed.

[SDCOMP-57449]  The fromelf utility disassembled immediate variants of the SVE AND, BIC, EON,
and EOR instructions incorrectly. This has been fixed.

Libraries and system headers

[SDCOMP-60938]  The Arm C library implementations of the lround(), lroundf(), llround(), and
llroundf() functions could incorrectly fail to set errno to EDOM. This has been fixed.

[SDCOMP-60738]  The Arm C++ library variant of the C++17 std::to_chars() functions built for
AArch32 state and with hardware floating-point linkage returned an incorrect result for values of
floating-point type. This has been fixed.

[SDCOMP-60700]  The Arm C library implementation of the fwrite() function incorrectly always
returned zero when an error occurs instead of returning the number of objects successfully written.
This has been fixed.

[SDCOMP-60430]  The Arm C++ library could allocate memory at a fallback address that is
incorrectly not 8-byte aligned. This has been fixed.

[SDCOMP-60260]  The Arm C library implementations of the fma() and fmaf() functions for
AArch64 state could incorrectly set errno to ERANGE when the result is exactly equal to zero. This
has been fixed.

[SDCOMP-59437]  Microlib incorrectly did not contain the following __fp16 conversion functions:

__aeabi_d2h()
__aeabi_f2h()
__aeabi_h2f()

Subsequently, this could result in the linker correctly reporting the following error:

L6218E: Undefined symbol <symbol> (referred from <object>)

This has been fixed. Microlib now contains the above conversion functions.

[SDCOMP-53184]  The Arm C library implementation of the fclose() function could incorrectly
fail to disassociate the stream it closes when the _sys_close() function returns a non-zero value.
This has been fixed.

[SDCOMP-49748]  The Arm C++ library implementation of the const version of the
std::bitset<N> class template operator[] incorrectly returned a value of
std::bitset<N>::const_reference type instead of bool type. This has been fixed.
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[SDCOMP-61413]  When compiling with -mbranch-protection=<protection> and with the Link
Time Optimization (LTO) feature enabled, the compiler incorrectly generates code without branch
protection enabled.

To avoid this issue:

Do not compile with -flto and do not link with --lto.
When compiling at -Omax or -Omin, compile with -fno-lto and link with --no_lto.


